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These are bots.

They use APIs.
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“Chatbots”
text + emoji 

“Assistants”
+ audio

“Avatars”
+ visual“Bots” =
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Botanic company snapshot

Botanic provides the tools to deploy multi-modal, trusted AI personalities.

These personalities learn, develop trusted relationships, and scale.

Vision: to define the art of conversational, digital characters by exemplary leadership. 

Status:

  Healthy pipeline including legendary reference clients

  Award-winning, seasoned team 

  First to market at intersection of AI + AR + blockchain

  Strong brand and IP position
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Botanic’s Products

Our tools allow customers to deploy multi-modal, trusted AI personalities.

These bots are unique in that they provide personality, relationships and trust.

A person speaks with a bot  
to learn and complete tasks.

The system learns user needs, 
improving over time.

The personality is secure, 
authenticated and encrypted.

Personalities Relationships Trust 

Use Case Example: Mark arrives in Munich and even though his 530i is in San Francisco he still re-
lies on it, like a genie out of its bottle. Mark is not sure the best route to FIZ, nor how long it will 
take, so he asks the bot which provides transportation options then calls him a taxi. Because it is 
integrated with Microsoft Cognitive Services (among others) is able to not only help him make 
his meeting on time, but calm down when he does, and taking notes during the meeting.

On his way back to San Francisco, the bot discusses finances, offers fashion advice, and recom-
mends a couple of movies. Mark is able to tune it and train it based on conversations.  Back in 
the city Mark relies on the bot both as companion and assistant, a lifestyle coach that rep-
resents the BMW brand, assisting him with a range of tasks beyond mobility, travel and logistics 
such as health, fitness, and what it takes to succeed in the fast-paced world.
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Trust and personality - and the UX of AI
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AI & Mobility Market Trends 

Bots are replacing mobile apps and the web as the next user interface platform.

Bot market growth is exceeding app market growth1 and will leverage the 5bn+ user base of messaging apps. 

2017-2019: 65% of global population will use messaging apps (CAGR of 16%) 2

2017-2021: Bot market predicted to double messaging (CAGR of 37.11%)  3

[1] Bloomberg
[2] eMarketer
[3] Reports n Reports
[4] Chart: 
• Credence Research
• Gartner Research 2010 2016
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-09-15/the-bot-economy-is-growing-even-faster-than-the-app-economy-did
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/More-Than-Quarter-of-World-Will-Use-Mobile-Messaging-Apps-by-2019/1014773
http://www.reportsnreports.com/reports/832204-global-chatbot-market-2017-2021.html
http://www.credenceresearch.com/report/chatbots-market
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3715117/architecting-integrating-chatbots-conversational-user
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Botanic’s  Products - Microsoft/Skype Case Study

Microsoft needed a bot that could understand how users felt, why, and could learn from each conversation. 

Our product toolset allowed Microsoft to deploy that bot. She’s named Andi and she’s on Skype. 

‘We have all the engineers we need 
but we don’t have the ability to 
develop and implement personality 
like Botanic!’   

- Senior Manager at Microsoft

  Personality Template Tool

  Character Design Tool

  Use flow Wizard

  Publishing Tool

  API Aggregation system 

https://venturebeat.com/2017/05/10/skype-bots-in-video-calls-now-in-preview/
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The Importance of a Face
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The Importance of a Face
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The Importance of a Face



Thank you!

Mark Stephen MeadowS

<Mark@botanic.io>
+1-415-316-4712

building huMane MachineS.

mailto:%3Cmark%40botanic.io%3E%20?subject=Botanic%20Investment%20Deck
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Emerging Business Models

We foresee new markets emerging.

The combination of these systems allow for

“data network effects” and emerging financial

models not only for companies, and individuals,

but also smart contracts, DAOs and bots.


